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Abstract
This project is based on a cloud virtualization platform called OpenHuaca. The
platform allows its users to manage several virtual containers quickly and easily. This
software has been previously developed by other students in their own final degree
projects. The objective of my project is to analyze previous work, improve and im-
plement diﬀerent aspects of its operation and synthesize the functionalities in a more
user-friendly, organized and understanding environment for future development as
open source software.
Resum
Aquest projecte es basa en una plataforma cloud de virtualització anomenada
OpenHuaca. La plataforma permet als seus usuaris gestionar diversos contenidors
virtuals de manera ràpida i còmode. Aquest programari ha sigut desenvolupat prèvi-
ament per altres estudiants als seus respectius projectes finals. L’objectiu del meu
projecte és l’anàlisi de la feina prèvia, millorar i implementar diferents aspectes del
seu funcionament i sintetitzar les funcionalitats en un entorn més amigable, organitzat
i entenedor de cara al futur desenvolupament com a programari lliure.
Resumen
Este proyecto se basa en una plataforma cloud de virtualización llamada Open-
Huaca. La plataforma permite a sus usuarios gestionar varios contenedores virtuales
de manera rápida y cómoda. La aplicación ha sido desarrollada previamente por otros
estudiantes en sus respectivos proyectos finales. El objetivo de mi proyecto es el análisis
del trabajo previo, mejorar e implementar diferentes aspectos de su funcionamiento y
sintetizar las funcionalidades en un entorno más amigable, organizado y comprensible
de cara al futuro desarrollo como código libre.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
This chapter includes the objectives, the requirements, the implementation proce-
dures and the incidences that the project suﬀered during the realization.
First of all, let’s start describing the OpenHuaca project.
1.1 What is OpenHuaca?
OpenHuaca is a cloud platform software that manages diﬀerent technologies of
virtual machines. Used technologies are KVM (Kernel-based Virtual Machine) and
LXC (Linux Containers) [1], which I will explain the more detailed features and
diﬀerences later.
Some options or commands available in the application are the generation of do-
mains that can contain several virtual machines, the management of users, groups,
resources, NAT configuration or certifications of each container.
An usage example may be a university laboratory, where each student have their
own virtual machine. There can co-exist diﬀerent subjects in a single laboratory and
have their own domain with restricted permissions. Each student can work in their own
virtual machine, regardless of the desk of the classroom. Thanks to NAT configuration,
they can also work at home or at any remote workspace with internet access. Some of
strong points are the simplicity and the ease of configuration.
1.2 Project Goals
The work done in the OpenHuaca project started few time ago by other students.
My main goal is to develop the previous functionality into Python programming lan-
guage [2], improve features and make the code more durable for future improvements
as an open source project.
My project goals are stated in the Project Proposal and Workplan delivered on
October 2nd, and can be summed up in the following points:
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Virtualization concepts Look for information about virtualization and learn the
diﬀerent types, deep in continerization and LXC, the used technology.
Current code Understand the current code and all the implemented functionalities,
as well as the involved technologies.
Command structure Design and implement the command structure. List all possi-
bilities of the OpenHuaca platform arranged by commands and sub-commands.
Command functionalities Implement each command with the desired operation
and all the possible options and arguments.
Improve Functionality Add new features which had not been planned before if they
are needed for the correct operation of the platform.
The implementation of KVM technology in OpenHuaca software is not covered in
my project. It was developed by Daniel Campos Gómez in his Integration of KVM
in the Openhuaca Cloud Platform final degree project [3]. All the information related
with the integration of virtual machines is covered in this last document.
1.3 Requirements
Project requirements can be divided in hardware and software.
Hardware requirements Hardware requirements are minimal for a simple environ-
ment, but it only depends on the desired purpose. For a few machines or for
testing, some basic desktop computer is enough, but for a classrom with mod-
erated resources demand, a dedicated server may be needed in order to be able
to meet all the requirements.
Software requirements A debian-type distribution is needed such as Ubuntu or
Linux Mint, due to the software is distributed in a Debian package. LXC,
libvirt, QEMU and KVM are software required to run the platform. All of
these are available in the oﬃcial repositories of Ubuntu or any other debian
distro –distribution–.
1.4 Time Plan
The time plan followed during this project development is shown in Figure 1.1
Gantt Diagram. The developed work has been split in 6 work packages. A detailed
description of each work package and the internal tasks developed can be found on
Appendix A.
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Project timeline in months/weeks
SEP. OCT. NOV. DEC. JAN.
Week 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
Workspace
Learning
Software (commands)
Software (functionalities)
Software (improvement)
Writing
Figure 1.1: Gantt diagram
1.5 Incidences
In the initial Work Plan, I proposed to start working on the commands structure
after workspace configuration. This was an erroneous decision, because I checked that
without knowing the functionality of each command, it was a waste of time to try to
imagine all the possible scenarios.
In order to solve this mistake and work more eﬃciently, I changed my workflow and
started working independently for each subcommand, in parallel with the functionality
and command structure.
This methodology helped me to move faster by being able to focus exclusively on
a particular topic until complete it.
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CHAPTER 2
STATE OF THE ART
The OpenHuaca platform is based on virtualization technologies. In order to learn
more about the internal operation of the platform, we first have to take a look at the
diﬀerent types of virtualization, virtual machines and containerization.
So, the following paragraphs contain a review of the state of the art of computer
virtualization.
2.1 Computer virtualization
Virtualization refers to create a virtual version of something physical. In com-
puting, there are many options of virtualization, such as hardware, network, storage
devices or peripherals virtualization.
Computer virtualization can essentially turn one physical computer into several
virtual machines inside this one.
We will focus on Virtual Machines and Containers, explaining what each vir-
tualization solution is and the main diﬀerences between each one.
2.1.1 Virtual Machines
These are the most typical virtualization solution, those that run entire operating
systems. These work just like real machines, and typically demand more resources than
other virtualization solutions. In fact, they are an emulation of a computer system and
provide the same functionality of a physical computer, so they need virtual hardware.
Hardware virtualization is called hypervisor, which assign some physical resources
to each VM.
In OpenHuaca software, KVM [4] is used as virtual machine feature. It is a virtu-
alization module in the Linux kernel that allows the kernel to function as a hypervisor.
KVM is used in order to allow the user of the software to create virtual machines with
the possibility of choosing what type of operating system to use, for example Windows,
MacOS, or Linux distros.
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Figure 2.1: Diﬀerences between Virtual Machines and Containers
2.1.2 Containers
Another virtualization solution, very popular nowadays, is the containerization.
Containers are an Operating-system-level virtualization, virtual environments that
share the kernel of the host operating system but provide user space isolation. Pro-
grams running inside a container can only see the container’s contents and devices
assigned to the container. For applications inside a container, it looks like a real
computer.
The diﬀerence of structure between Virtual Machines and Containers is shown in
Figure 2.1. The lightweight of containers is shown there, when virtual machines needs
a lot of space for loading a full operating system, the containers only need the necessary
libraries and are much faster on creating.
There are two basic types of containers depending on the functionality: Operating
System containers (OS containers) and Application containers.
2.1.2.1 OS containers
For all practical purposes, OS containers are the same as VMs. It is possible to
install, configure and run diﬀerent applications just as any guest OS. Anything running
inside a container can only see resources that have been assigned to that container.
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OS containers are useful when you want to run a set of identical or diﬀerent flavours
of distros.
Containers are created from templates or images that determine the structure and
contents of the container. These templates are distros or flavours of linux kernel when
talking about Linux Containers. Thus, it allows the creation of containers that have
identical environments with the same package versions and configurations across all
containers.
Figure 2.2: Diﬀerent images for containers in a single host
Container technologies designed to create OS containers are LXC, OpenVZ, Linux
VServer, BSD Jails, Solaris zones or Singularity containers.
2.1.2.2 Application containers
While OS containers are designed to run multiple processes and services, applica-
tion containers are designed to package and run a single service. Container technologies
like Docker and rkt or Rocket are examples of application containers.
So even though they share the same kernel of the host and they are built on top
of OS containers, there are subtle diﬀerences that make them diﬀerent. When an
application container is launched, it runs a single process. This process is usually the
one that runs your application when you create containers for application. This is very
diﬀerent from the traditional OS containers where they have multiple services running
on the same OS.
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The idea behind application containers is the possibility of being able to create
diﬀerent containers for each of the components in the application.
They have the freedom of deploying the container on the operating system of their
choice as well as the ability to scale both horizontally and vertically the diﬀerent
components of the application.
The end state is a system that has diﬀerent applications and services, each one
running as a container that then talk to each other using the APIs and protocols that
each of them supports.
Figure 2.3: OS or multi-service containers and Application or single-service containers
One of its main advantages is that the final application is more modular. This
results in a more resistant-failure modules, and easier to maintain.
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2.2 Early versions of OpenHuaca
The OpenHuaca platform started in 2017 by Rafael Genés, and the reasons of
choosing the used technologies are explained in his degree thesis [5].
This initial version was implemented is Bash, a very useful language to create
prototypes or initial ideas. It consisted of a LXC wrapper with a few improvements,
but later when the project grew, it was considered necessary to make a change of
language for future developments.
The motivation to make the translation to Python was to make the code more
friendly for any future collaborator, and also for all the available libraries. An easy to
read and understandable code is very convenient for an open source project.
OpenHuaca integrates LXC [6] technology for containers and KVM for virtual
machines management. The KVM integration is explained in the thesis of Daniel
Campos [3] and it is not going to be my purpose on this project. However, I will
introduce and explain a little about KVM technology.
(a) Linux Containers - LXC (b) Kernel-based Virtual Machine - KVM
Figure 2.4: LXC and KVM technologies
2.2.1 Linux Containers - LXC
LXC [7] is a non-graphical and lightweight software built in the Linux Kernel. It
provides an operating system-level virtualization to run multiple virtual Linux units
simultaneously on a single control host. Containers are isolated with Kernel Control
Groups – also known as cgroups – and Kernel Namespaces. The software allows
the creation of diﬀerent types of Linux distributions and the assignation of limited
resources to each one.
But unlike Openhuaca, it does not have user management, nor allow a user to
manage the domains or any kind of modification of the network. It only generates a
bridge on the host and binds all containers with veth level 2 links. So, all the containers
are generated in the same network and these are connected each other.
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OpenHuaca simplifies the configuration a lot. OpenHuaca can manage domains
and NAT, and can prepare the containers to accept SSH connections and orchestrates
the certification authorities and their certificates.
The amount of containers is limited according to the physical resources of the
computer because they share the same kernel. A huge amount of containers ends up
increasing the latency. Another restraint with this technique is that the type of OS is
limited to debian-type OS, since it is based on OS-level virtualization technology that
shares the same kernel of the host for all containers.
2.2.2 Kernel-based Virtual Machine - KVM
KVM [8] is a virtualization module based on the Linux Kernel. It allows the kernel
to function as a hypervisor, to implement a complete virtualization with that Linux
architecture, and since Linux version 2.6.20, this module is included directly in the
Linux kernel.
KVM uses raw OS disk images. In this way, every machine has its self-virtualized
hardware, its NIC, its hard disks, its graphical card, etc.
The main feature to integrate KVM in the OpenHuaca platform is the possibility
of running any virtual operating system such as Windows, MacOS or Linux. However,
for running a Linux image is much more eﬃcient to use containers.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
Taking into account the project goals defined in Chapter 1 and the information
described in Chapter 2, this chapter will describe the work done in the development
of the OpenHuaca virtualization cloud platform.
3.1 Workspace and workflow
When developing software, it is important to have a good workflow and an eﬀective
workspace. In the next sections I will explain the methodology I have followed.
3.1.1 Development
The j3o team –from the networking department in the ETSETB– provided a vir-
tual machine in its server. A git server was created there to share the code of the
software and a certificate was generated in order to get access and clone and update
the repository with the code. So, from my personal computer I was able to contribute
with commits and my work was instantly available for my supervisors.
Another feature in the j3o-enabled machine was a remote desktop. A graphical
desktop sharing system, VNC [9], was installed so that several people could enter the
same desktop. This allowed to have remote meetings with the supervisor in a graphical
shared desktop with possibility of viewing and editing code in real time.
My workflow has been to start with a subcommand and look for the desired op-
eration of it. With that idea in mind, I have designed the combination of possible
arguments and options and I have implemented all possible cases. With the command
structure completed, the next step was the functionality. I have developed it thinking
about final user experience, to make it simple and easy with detailed warnings and
errors. Then, I have explained the tricky parts of the code and I have commented the
functions to make comprehension easier.
Finally, before pushing my changes to the repository history, I deployed the new
code on my own virtual machine to check if all the changes run correctly and as
expected. The deployment procedure is explained in the next section 3.1.2. If it’s all
ok, I pushed my changes into git repository and followed on.
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(a) GitLab (b) TigerVNC
Figure 3.1: GitLab server and TigerVNC, installed in j3o machine.
3.1.2 Deployment
OpenHuaca has been created as an installable package so that in any Debian-type
distribution can be installed and allow the user to create a very customizable cloud
platform, both at the level of resources such as user management. The software that
allows the creation of a Debian package was provided by the j3o team of the networking
department. They provide the debrepos script that allows the developer to generate a
Debian package from a few directories in an easy and scripting way.
The package has some dependencies such as lxc, python3 or python3-netifaces.
It is easy to see compatibility issues and other problems due to dependencies versions.
It can be a nightmare to debug some code that stops working from one day to the
next for no apparent reason. To ensure a good operation with the least bugs, it is
necessary to work on a clean environment.
The first thing to do was the creation of a workspace virtual machine. I created
a KVM VM in my personal computer in order to deploy the versions of the software
and play around with network configurations without crashing any system. The VM
consists of an Ubuntu server 18.04 LTS with 2GB of RAM and 10GB of internal
memory. A very basic server, but enough for testing.
The deployment of a new version of OpenHuaca software consists in the following
steps:
1. Clear python caches.
2. Create new openhuaca package using debrepo script from j3o.
3. Revert the workspace VM to a fresh snapshot just after the operating system
installation, without any changes applied.
4. Remove old openhuaca packages in the VM.
5. Copy and install the new openhuaca package in the VM.
With this deployment the software is always installed as if it was the first time,
without compatibility issues.
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3.2 OpenHuaca Virtualization Cloud Platform
3.2.1 Command-line interface – CLI
OpenHuaca platform runs on a CLI, so all the interactions between the user and
the software are done by commands in a shell.
Usually, typing in a terminal may be a bit tedious if the structure and operation
of the program is not known or if it is not clear. In order to make it easier and more
user-friendly, the click package [10] have been used.
Click stands for Command Line Interface Creation Kit, and it is a Python pack-
age for creating beautiful command line interfaces. It allows arbitrary nesting of com-
mands, automatic help page generation and supports lazy loading of subcommands at
runtime –suggest available subcommands when typing tab key–.
root@openhuaca -host :~# openhuaca
bases domain vm
certification ls wait
The next example is the generated first level help, showing the usage and the
possible options and commands.
root@openhuaca -host :~# openhuaca --help
Usage: openhuaca [OPTIONS] COMMAND [ARGS ]...
Options:
-i, --ini -file FILENAME Custom config file.
-v, --version Display current version
--help Show this message and exit.
Commands:
bases
certification
domain
ls
vm
wait
There is also a help page for all the nested commands and subcommands, even if
––help is not specified or if there are missing parameters.
root@openhuaca -host :~# openhuaca domain
Usage: openhuaca domain [OPTIONS] COMMAND [ARGS ]...
Options:
--help Show this message and exit.
Commands:
autostart
create
destroy
monitor
restart
start
status
stop
The CLI helps the user to type commands correctly. Error messages can be cus-
tomized and the operation is as fluid and simple as possible.
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root@openhuaca -host :~# openhuaca domain create
Usage: openhuaca domain create [OPTIONS]
Error: Missing option "-d" / "--domain ".
root@openhuaca -host :~# openhuaca domain create --domin alpha
Error: no such option: --domin
3.2.2 Instances
Container instances can be created in two diﬀerent ways, downloading a basic
template or using a custom base.
3.2.2.1 Templates
The command used to create an instance recently updated from the oﬃcial reposi-
tories is the following one. It shows a large list with all possibilities, all of them distros
of Debian, compatible with the actual Kernel.
root@openhuaca -host :~# openhuaca vm create -d alpha -n guest1 -t
Setting up the GPG keyring
Downloading the image index
---
DIST RELEASE ARCH VARIANT BUILD
---
alpine 3.4 amd64 default 20180627 _17:50
alpine 3.4 armhf default 20180627 _17 :50
alpine 3.4 i386 default 20180627 _17 :50
alpine 3.5 amd64 default 20190116 _13:01
.
.
.
ubuntu xenial i386 default 20190116 _07:43
ubuntu xenial powerpc default 20180824 _07 :44
ubuntu xenial ppc64el default 20190116 _07:44
ubuntu xenial s390x default 20190116 _07:44
---
Distribution:
ubuntu
Release:
bionic
Architecture:
amd64
Using image from local cache
Unpacking the rootfs
---
You just created an Ubuntu bionic amd64 (20190112 _07 :43) container.
To enable SSH , run: apt install openssh -server
No default root or user password are set by LXC.
The output of the command is not complete, there are more than 100 possi-
ble options to choose, depending on the version and the architecture, from alpine,
archlinux, centos, debian, fedora, gentoo, opensuse, oracle, plamo, sabayon or
ubuntu distros.
Once the template is downloaded and built and the prompt is available again, we
can check that the container actually exists typing:
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root@openhuaca -host :~\# openhuaca vm list
DOMAIN NAME STATE PID IPV4 MAC AUTOSTART
alpha guest1 STOPPED - - 00:16:3e:a7:d8:34 0
3.2.2.2 Bases
The containers created with the --template option are only a basic OS installation,
with the default packages installed. Some other packages may be useful, such as htop,
ssh or net-tools. In order to avoid installing them in each new instance, the bases
command exist.
If one container have all the packages and the necessary configuration and can be
useful to create other containers, a base should be created. Creating a base is like
taking a picture of the container and then copying it.
This feature may be useful if many instances require the same configuration or the
same packages. This allows you avoiding to download the same template each time
and have to login each container to install the corresponding packages.
3.2.3 Networking
3.2.3.1 Domains
One of the strenghts of OpenHuaca is the organization of instances –virtual ma-
chines or containers– by domains. A domain is built as a virtual switched network
that groups several instances and isolates them from the rest of the virtual networks.
By this way, the hosts located inside a domain can have visibility among themselves,
but these apparently can not be aware of the existence of other instances in another
domains. They use network bridging, so the connection is performed in the data link
layer.
Each domain has a private range IP, and each instance connected to it will re-
ceive one of its reserved addresses. IP address allocation is done through dnsmasq
[11], which is an easy and lightweight program that provides DNS (Domain Name
System) forwarder and DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol) server, among
other network functions. It is widely available and it is included in almost all Linux
distributions.
An example of Openhuaca’s network organization is represented in Figure 3.2.
3.2.3.2 dnsmasq
Domains are implemented using dnsmasq. The OpenHuaca command used to
create a domain is the one below:
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Figure 3.2: OpenHuaca domain example
root@openhuaca -host :~# openhuaca domain create --domain alpha
Creating domain alpha
Finding a valid IP range and unique mac...
Valid IP: 172.20.0.0/24
Valid MAC : 00:16:2b:89:90:00
In fact, a domain runs a dnsmasq process [12]
root@openhuaca -host :~# dnsmasq -s alpha -S /alpha/ -u dnsmasq --strict -order \
> --bind -interfaces --pid -file=/run/openhuaca/H_alpha.pid --listen -address 172.20.0.1 \
> --dhcp -range 172.20.0.2 ,172.20.0.254 --dhcp -lease -max =253 --dhcp -no -override \
> --dhcp -leasefile =/var/lib/misc/dnsmasq.H_alpha.leases --dhcp -authoritative \
> --except -interface=lo --interface=H_alpha
-s alpha Specifies DNS domains for the DHCP server.
-S /alpha/ Specify IP address of upstream servers directly. If one or more optional
domains are given, that server is used only for those domains and they are
queried only using the specified server. This is intended for private nameservers.
We define it to point directly to our DNS server what we call alpha.
-u dnsmasq User id to which dnsmasq will change after startup. Dnsmasq must nor-
mally be started as root, but it will drop root privileges after startup by changing
id to another user.
--strict-order Forces dnsmasq to try each query with each server strictly in the order
they appear in /etc/resolv.conf. Because by default dnsmasq will send quaries
to any of the upstream servers it knows about and tries to favour server that are
known to be up.
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--bind-interfaces On systems which support it, dnsmasq binds the wildcard address,
even when it is listening on only some interfaces. It then discards requests that
it shouldn’t reply to. This has the advantage of working even when interfaces
come and go and change address. This option forces dnsmasq to really bind
only the interfaces it is listening on. About the only time when this is useful is
when running another nameserver (or another instance of dnsmasq) on the same
machine. Setting this option also enables multiple instances of dnsmasq which
provide DHCP service to run in the same machine.
--pid-file Alternate path for dnsmasq to record its process-id in.
--listen-address 172.20.0.1 Listen on the given IP address. This address is the gateway
inside instance.
--dhcp-range 172.20.0.2,172.20.0.254 Enable the DHCP server for the IP addresses
given.
--dhcp-lease-max=253 Limits dnsmasq to the specified maximum number of DHCP
leases. This limit is to prevent DoS attacks from hosts which create thousands
of leases and use lots of memory in the dnsmasq process.
--dhcp-no-override This flag forces "simple and safe" behaviour to avoid problems in
such a case.
--dhcp-leasefile Use the specified file to store DHCP lease information.
--dhcp-authoritative Should be set when dnsmasq is definitely the only DHCP server
on a network. For DHCPv4 it changes the behaviour, so that DHCP requests
on unknown leases from unknown hosts are not ignored. This allows new hosts
to get a lease without a tedious timeout under all circumstances. It also allows
dnsmasq to rebuild its lease database without each client needing to reacquire a
lease, if the database is lost.
--except-interface Do not listen on the lo interface
--interface Listen only on the specified interface.
In addition to starting the dnsmasq process, during the domain creation some
iptables rules are added.
3.2.3.3 iptables
iptables [13] is an application for configuring the firewall of the Linux Kernel. Its
primary objective is to control the incoming and outgoing network traﬃc by analyzing
the data packets and determining whether they should be allowed to pass through or
not. This decision is based on a predetermined set of rules, distributed in chains. The
path that packets follow then enter or leave is shown in Figure 3.3.
The rules added for a correct conectivity of the instances of a domain are the
following ones:
iptables -I INPUT -i H_alpha -p udp --dport 67 -j ACCEPT
iptables -I INPUT -i H_alpha -p tcp --dport 67 -j ACCEPT
iptables -I INPUT -i H_alpha -p udp --dport 53 -j ACCEPT
iptables -I INPUT -i H_alpha -p tcp --dport 53 -j ACCEPT
iptables -I FORWARD -i H_alpha -j ACCEPT
iptables -I FORWARD -o H_alpha -j ACCEPT
iptables -t nat -A POSTROUTING -s 172.20.0.0/24 ! -d 172.20.0.0/24 -j MASQUERADE
iptables -t mangle -A POSTROUTING -o H_alpha -p udp -m udp --dport 68 -j CHECKSUM --checksum -fill
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Figure 3.3: Netfilter packet flow
The four rules of INPUT chain and the mangle table are used to allow the DHCP
(ports 67 and 68) and DNS (port 53) traﬃc of the instances that belongs to the domain.
These packets are required for dnsmasq process.
The FORWARD chain rules are required to allow the traﬃc directly assigned to
the domain. In order to enable packet forwarding for IPv4 this command must be
executed:
echo 1 > /proc/sys/net/ipv4/ip_forward
The rule in the nat table basically masquerades [14] all the traﬃc leaving the con-
tainers which are bridged with the subnet of alpha domain. By this way, the "outside"
world can be reached from inside these containers. More specifically, MASQUERADE
is an iptables target that can be used instead of SNAT target when external ip of the
inet interface is not known at the moment of writing the rule.
Then, dnsmasq is in charge of assigning IP addresses to hosts of a certain domain
but it is also capable of acting as a DNS server by reading its local DNS /etc/hosts if
required. So, machines which are configured by DHCP have their names automatically
included in the DNS and the names can specified by each machine.
3.2.3.4 NAT - Port Forwarding
One possible way of accessing into instances without having to access firstly the
host, is using the OpenHuaca nat command. Specifically it uses a NAT application
called port forwarding. This feature redirects a communication request from one ad-
dress and port number to another while the packets are traversing a network gateway.
Therefore, the connections pass through the host directly to the instances.
For providing a direct ssh conection into some instance, a port forwarding can
be configured to connect some unused port in the host to the default port for ssh
connections (22). Another example is running a web server inside an instance, and
redirecting the default HTTP port (80).
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Figure 3.4: NAT configuration example in OpenHuaca
The Figure 3.4 shows one possible use case of NAT configuration.
If we look at the red line, the host is opening the port 2222 and doing a Port
Forwarding to the port 22 of guest2. By this way, ssh connections can be made in port
22 os the public IP of the host to access it or in port 2222 to access the guest2.
In order to configure this example using OpenHuaca, is as easy as:
root@openhuaca -host :~# openhuaca vm nat add --domain alpha --name guest2 \
> --ext -port 2222 --int -port 22
We are assuming that alpha is the domain name and guest2 is the instance name,
but it can be applied to any instance.
The IP address of the instance is recognized automatically by the OpenHuaca
software, even if it changes sometime the rule is updated.
Under the hood we are launching this command:
iptables -t nat -A PREROUTING -p tcp --dport 2222 -j DNAT \
> --to -destination 172.20.0.18:22
This rule changes the destination address and port in the PREROUTING chain,
and then the packet enter the FORWARD chain as can be seen in the Figure 3.3.
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3.2.4 Certification
OpenHuaca can also manage certifications in order to grant access to the instances
of domains without using any passwords [15].
It is necessary to create a CA (Certification Authority) for each domain. The CA
is a pair of RSA keys, one public and one private. The public one is distributed in all
the instances of the domain. Indeed, required ssh packages are installed automatically
if they were not present. Aside from distributing the public key to the instances, it is
necessary to edit the file /etc/ssh/sshd_config in order to consider the public key
as a trusted CA.
Once the CA is configured, user certificates can be created to allow the access to
all the instances of a domain. These certificates are limited to a number of weeks.
Each certificate is identified by a random hexadecimal ID. It contains a permitted
user, the CA of the domain, and an expiration date. When an OpenHuaca certificate
is created, a public and private key pair are generated, among a certification file signed
by the CA of the desired domain. These three files are ready to be distributed and to
be used by users to acces the allowed instances.
root@openhuaca -host :~# openhuaca certification cert list
SERIAL KEY_ID USER CA CREATED EXPIRE
0 690 accc4 user1 alpha 2019 -01 -22 2019 -02 -05
1 59 dbd199 user2 alpha 2019 -01 -22 2019 -04 -02
The certification functionality is not fully implemented, and needs a future revision.
However, when the service will be completely implemented, it will allow the users to
make ssh connections without having to use any password.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS
The final result of this TFG project is a new version of OpenHuaca virtualization
cloud platform. It has been rewritten in Python3, improving the software quality, both
functional and structural.
Along with this document, there is also the installable package of OpenHuaca and
the source files.
In the appendix B there is a developer’s guide to facilitate the comprehension of
the source files in order to contribute to the project.
4.1 OpenHuaca commands
In this section there is a list of all the possible commands and subcommands, with
all its options and a small explanation about the functionality.
The basic openhauca command without other commands, options or arguments
only prints a basic help page.
root@openhuaca -host :~# openhuaca
Usage: openhuaca [OPTIONS] COMMAND [ARGS ]...
Options:
-i, --ini -file FILENAME Custom config file.
-v, --version Display current version
--help Show this message and exit.
Commands:
bases
certification
domain
vm
wait
The option -i / --ini-file FILENAME allows to load a variable file. A slightly
more detailed explanation can be found in the appendix B.1.3.
The option -v, --version shown the version of the OpenHuaca installed and
a list of all the dependences. The list of current dependencies is as follows: lxc,
lxcfs, dnsmasq, python3, python3-sh, python3-netifaces, python3-argcomplete
and python3-lxc.
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4.1.1 bases
openhuaca bases copy [--base BASE --name NAME]
Copy existing BASE into new one called NAME.
openhuaca bases create [--domain DOMAIN --name NAME --base BASE]
Create BASE from instance DOMAIN.NAME.
openhuaca bases destroy [--base BASE]
Destroy BASE.
openhuaca bases list
List bases.
openhuaca bases rebase [--domain DOMAIN --name NAME --base BASE]
Rebase BASE from instance DOMAIN.NAME.
openhuaca bases rename [--base BASE --name NAME]
Change base’s name.
4.1.2 certification
openhuaca certification ca
ca create [--domain DOMAIN]
Create CA in DOMAIN.
ca destroy [--domain DOMAIN]
Destroy CA in DOMAIN.
ca list
List domains and their CAs.
openhuaca certification cert
cert create [--domain DOMAIN --user USER --weeks WEEKS]
Create cert for USER in DOMAIN for WEEKS.
cert list
List certificates.
cert purge
Clear revoked certs.
cert revoke [--id ID]
Revoke cert with ID.
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4.1.3 domain
openhuaca domain autostart [--domain DOMAIN --set AUTOSTART | --all]
Set AUTOSTART priority to DOMAIN or start all domains with AUTOSTART
priority.
openhuaca domain create [--domain DOMAIN]
Create new DOMAIN.
openhuaca domain destroy [--domain DOMAIN]
Stop and remove DOMAIN.
openhuaca domain monitor [--domain DOMAIN]
Monitor the containers usage in DOMAIN.
openhuaca domain restart [--domain DOMAIN | --all]
Restart specific DOMAIN or all domains.
openhuaca domain start [--domain DOMAIN | --all]
Start specific DOMAIN or all domains.
openhuaca domain status
List domains, their state, IP range, MAC and autostart value.
openhuaca domain stop [--domain DOMAIN | --all]
Stop specific DOMAIN or all domains.
4.1.4 vm
openhuaca vm attach [--domain DOMAIN --name NAME --command COMMAND]
Execute COMMAND in DOMAIN.NAME.
openhuaca vm autostart [-d DOMAIN -n NAME --set AUTOSTART | --all] Set
AUTOSTART priority to DOMAIN.NAME or start all instances with AU-
TOSTART priority.
openhuaca vm checkpoint
checkpoint create [--domain DOMAIN --name NAME --title TITLE]
Create checkpoint of DOMAIN.NAME and name it TITLE.
checkpoint destroy [--id ID]
Destroy checkpoint with ID.
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checkpoint list
List checkpoints.
checkpoint restore [--domain DOMAIN --name NAME --title TITLE]
Restore instance DOMAIN.NAME to checkpoint ID.
openhuaca vm console [--domain DOMAIN --name NAME]
Generate tty in DOMAIN.NAME to current CLI.
openhuaca vm copy [-D FROM-DOMAIN -N FROM-NAME -d TO-DOMAIN -n TO-NAME]
Copy FROM-DOMAIN.FROM-NAME into TO-DOMAIN.TO-NAME.
openhuaca vm create [-d DOMAIN -n NAME] [--template | --base BASE]
Create new instance DOMAIN.NAME. Download from basic template or use
some BASE.
openhuaca vm destroy [--domain DOMAIN --name NAME]
Destroy DOMAIN.NAME.
openhuaca vm device
device attach [--domain DOMAIN --name NAME --Device DEVICE]
Attach DEVICE to DOMAIN.NAME.
device list [--domain DOMAIN --name NAME]
List devices attached in DOMAIN.NAME.
openhuaca vm freeze [--domain DOMAIN --name NAME] [--unfreeze]
Freeze or unfreeze DOMAIN.NAME.
openhuaca vm group
group add [--domain DOMAIN --name NAME --group GROUP --user USER]
Add USER to GROUP in DOMAIN.NAME.
group create [--domain DOMAIN --name NAME --group GROUP] [--system]
Create GROUP in DOMAIN.NAME. [-s] for system group.
group destroy [--domain DOMAIN --name NAME --group GROUP]
Destroy GROUP in DOMAIN.NAME.
group list [--domain DOMAIN --name NAME]
List groups of DOMAIN.NAME.
openhuaca vm info [--domain DOMAIN --name NAME]
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Show information about DOMAIN.NAME.
openhuaca vm list
List instances and show basic information.
openhuaca vm nat
nat add [-d DOMAIN -n NAME -e EXT -i INT] [-p [ tcp | udp ]]
Add NAT rule. EXT is the port of the host, INT is the port inside the
DOMAIN.NAME and protocol may be tcp or udp.
nat apply [--delete]
When host is stopped all rules in firewall are deleted. This command apply
the rules saved in net configuration file. If [--delete] flag is selected, the
command will try to delete rules (not in file).
nat delete [--id ID]
Remove nat rule by ID.
nat list
List NAT rules.
openhuaca vm resources
resources set [--domain DOMAIN --name NAME] [-c CPU] [-r RAM] [-h HDD]
Modify resources of DOMAIN.NAME.
resources show [--domain DOMAIN --name NAME]
Show resources of DOMAIN.NAME.
openhuaca vm snapshot
snapshot create [--domain DOMAIN --name NAME --title TITLE]
Create snapshot of DOMAIN.NAME and name it TITLE.
snapshot destroy [--id ID]
Destroy snapshot with ID.
snapshot list
List snapshots.
snapshot restore [--domain DOMAIN --name NAME --title TITLE]
Restore instance DOMAIN.NAME to snapshot ID.
openhuaca vm start [--domain DOMAIN --name NAME]
Start DOMAIN.NAME.
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openhuaca vm stop [--domain DOMAIN --name NAME]
Stop DOMAIN.NAME.
openhuaca vm top [--domain DOMAIN --name NAME]
Top command of DOMAIN.NAME.
openhuaca vm user
user add [--domain DOMAIN --name NAME --group GROUP --user USER]
Add USER to GROUP in DOMAIN.NAME.
user create [-d DOMAIN -n NAME --user USER] [--group GROUP] [--sudoer]
Create USER in DOMAIN.NAME. [-s] for sudo user. GROUP is the main
group of the new USER. Default is openhuaca.
user destroy [--domain DOMAIN --name NAME --user USER]
Destroy USER in DOMAIN.NAME.
user list [--domain DOMAIN --name NAME]
List users of DOMAIN.NAME.
4.1.5 wait
openhuaca wait [--domain DOMAIN] [--name NAME] [--state STATE]
Block CLI until DOMAIN or DOMAIN.NAME get a specific STATE. Possible
states can be [ STOPPED | STARTING | RUNNING | STOPPING | ABORT-
ING | FREEZING | FROZEN | THAWED ].
4.2 Basic scenario example
In this section there is a possible scenario example. This is a very simple one, with
only one domain and container, but shows the basic functionalities of OpenHuaca
platform.
In order to start using the OpenHuaca software, the first thing to do is the in-
stallation of the debian package. The host where the package is installed will be the
openhuaca-host, and all the instances will depend on it. A useful tool to install debian
packages is gdebi.
root@openhuaca -host :~# gdebi -n openhuaca.deb
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In order to know if the installation has been done correctly, the user can check it
executing the command openhuaca -v with the parameter version that shows you the
current version of OpenHuaca and its dependencies.
root@openhuaca -host :~# openhuaca -v
openhuaca version: 1.184 -0
Depends: lxc , lxcfs , dnsmasq , python3 , python3 -sh , python3 -netifaces ,
python3 -argcomplete , python3 -lxc , python3 -click python3 -cryptography
The next step is creating the first domain, it will be called alpha.
root@openhuaca -host :~# openhuaca domain create -d alpha
Creating domain alpha
Finding a valid IP range and unique mac...
Valid IP: 172.20.0.0/24
Valid MAC : 00:16: cf :05:66:00
An IP range and a MAC have been assigned to the alpha domain. The network
interface will not be created until we start the domain, but a file with the domain
information has already been generated in /etc/openhuaca/domain-available/ to
save the assigned data.
root@openhuaca -host :~# cat /etc/openhuaca/domain -available/alpha
NETWORK =172.20.0.0/24
MAC =00:16: cf :05:66:00
AUTO=0
Let’s start the domain.
root@openhuaca -host :~# openhuaca domain start -d alpha
We can check the state of the domains with the status command.
root@openhuaca -host :~# openhuaca domain status
NAME STATE IP_RANG MAC AUTOSTART
alpha RUNNING 172.20.0.0/24 00:16: cf :05:66:00 0
Once the domain has been created and started correctly, let’s create the first con-
tainer. Since we have no any base, we have to create it from a basic downloaded
template. Download may take a while.
root@openhuaca -host :~# openhuaca vm create -d alpha -n guest -t
Setting up the GPG keyring
Downloading the image index
---
DIST RELEASE ARCH VARIANT BUILD
---
alpine 3.4 amd64 default 20180627 _17:50
...
ubuntu xenial s390x default 20190119 _07:43
---
Distribution:
ubuntu
Release:
bionic
Architecture:
amd64
Downloading the image index
Downloading the rootfs
Downloading the metadata
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The image cache is now ready
Unpacking the rootfs
---
You just created an Ubuntu bionic amd64 (20190119 _07 :43) container.
To enable SSH , run: apt install openssh -server
No default root or user password are set by LXC.
On the host there are 2GB of available RAM memory, so we limit the memory in
our container to 500MB.
root@openhuaca -host :~# openhuaca vm resources set -d alpha -n guest --ram 500M
Let’s start it.
root@openhuaca -host :~# openhuaca vm start -d alpha -n guest
We can see all the instances with the list command
root@openhuaca -host :~# openhuaca vm list
DOMAIN NAME STATE PID IPV4 MAC AUTOSTART
alpha guest RUNNING 3892 172.20.0.243 00:16:3e:66:43:7d 0
To create a user in the guest container, we have the user command. It allows you
to assign a password and the user’s basic data.
root@openhuaca -host :~# openhuaca vm user create -d alpha -n guest
Adding group `openhuaca ' (GID 1001) ...
Done.
Adding user `user1 ' ...
Adding new group `user1 ' (1002) ...
Adding new user `user1 ' (1001) with group `user1 ' ...
Creating home directory `/home/user1 ' ...
Copying files from `/etc/skel ' ...
Enter new UNIX password: ****
Retype new UNIX password: ****
passwd: password updated successfully
Changing the user information for user1
Enter the new value , or press ENTER for the default
Full Name []: user1
Room Number []: -
Work Phone []: -
Home Phone []: -
Other []: default
Is the information correct? [Y/n]
Adding new user `user1 ' to extra groups ...
Adding user `user1 ' to group `dialout ' ...
Adding user `user1 ' to group `cdrom ' ...
Adding user `user1 ' to group `floppy ' ...
Adding user `user1 ' to group `audio ' ...
Adding user `user1 ' to group `video ' ...
Adding user `user1 ' to group `plugdev ' ...
Adding user `user1 ' to group `users ' ...
To access the container we have the console command. Inside this, install the
packages we want.
root@openhuaca -host :~# openhuaca vm console -d alpha -n guest
root@guest :~# apt install net -tools ssh nginx htop nmap
...
Once we have finished we can logout. If the container configuration is useful and
we want to save it to replicate later, we can create a base.
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root@openhuaca -host :~# openhuaca bases create -d alpha -n guest -b basic_base
To access the container from outside the host via ssh, NAT configuration can be
setup.
root@openhuaca -host :~# openhuaca vm nat add -d alpha -n guest -e 2222 -i 22
By this way, we can access from outside through port 2222.
stranger@outside -world :~$ ssh -p 2222 user1@openhuaca -host
user1@openhuaca -host 's password: ****
Welcome to Ubuntu 18.04.1 LTS (GNU/Linux 4.15.0 -34 - generic x86_64)
* Documentation: https :// help.ubuntu.com
* Management: https :// landscape.canonical.com
* Support: https :// ubuntu.com/advantage
Last login: Sat Jan 12 12:50:07 2019 from 192.168.123.1
user1@guest :~$
This is a very simple scenario, but the procedure can be extrapolated to larger envi-
ronments. For example, if it is used in a university laboratory, there may be a domain
for each subgroup and each student has their own container. The software required
for the laboratory practices may be preinstalled in a base. With NAT configuration,
they can also work at home or at any remote workspace with internet access.
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CHAPTER 5
BUDGET
This project is based on software development, no prototype was required and the
hardware used has been very basic.
At the software level, freeware has been used, so nothing has been invested in
licenses. All the software used and implemented has been done with open source or
free-to-use tools, so there has been no cost in this section.
Because of this, this budget will only contain the costs of the computers on which
the project was developed and the time spent on personal salaries.
5.1 Equipment
This project has required some hardware of the networking department in order
to be developed. Specifically a virtual machine where the Gitlab repository server was
build, as well as other tools. There are a lot of hosting companies that oﬀer the same
service. I assume that it would have cost about 30.00 AC/ month.
Apart from the server, we can count that two personal computers have been used.
For a decent medium-range computer count about 700 ACfor each one, taxes included.
Equipment Commercial price Quantity. Subtotal
Medium-range Computer 700.00 AC 2 1,400.00 AC
Hosting 30.00 AC 5 150.00 AC
Software 0.00 AC - 0.00 AC
TOTAL 1,550.00 AC
Table 5.1: Summary of the necessary equipment
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5.2 Personal salaries
The staﬀ needs are stated in Table 5.2. This table includes the salary per hour
corresponding to each worker, as well as the total worked hours and the final salary.
Jose Luis Muñoz stands as Project Manager and Rafa Genés stands as Project Super-
visor. I count myself as a Junior engineer. The project is valued at 18 ECTS credits,
each one with 28 hours. The taxes have been approximated to 15%.
Workers Salary/hours Total hours Cost Cost with taxes
Junior engineer 20.00 AC 504 10,080.00 AC 11,592.00 AC
Supervisor 30.00 AC 168 5,040.00 AC 5,796.00 AC
Project Manager 40.00 AC 56 2,240.00 AC 2,576.00 AC
TOTAL 17,360.00 AC 19,964.00 AC
Table 5.2: Personal salaries summary
5.3 Total
Concept Cost
Equipment 1,550.00 AC
Personal 19,964.00 AC
TOTAL 21,514.00 AC
Table 5.3: Total cost of the project
The total cost of the project has needed an investment of 21,514.00 AC.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
DEVELOPMENT
6.1 Conclusions
My first goal was to adapt the previous versions of OpenHuaca into Python pro-
gramming language, and improve or develop some features. The task of adapting the
code had to be simple, but finally I decided to rewritte the whole code in a new version.
I have used a few ideas from previous versions, but most code is completely new.
The code is now more understandable, more durable and more robust. In the ap-
pendix B there is a developer’s guide to facilitate the comprehension of the source files
in order to contribute to the project, so now it’s easier to understand the implementa-
tion. However, I have managed to add some new functionalities, in addition to those
already existing, such as the NAT or management of users and groups.
6.2 Future development
Some features still need to be implemented.
KVM integration It was developed by Daniel Campos [3] and the integration in the
new version still has to be done.
certification command I started the implementation but it’s not yet fully func-
tional and needs to be verified.
rebase subcommand Work in progress by Rafa Genés.
Missing commands Some commands are missing (rebase, snapshot and checkpoint
management).
Open Source Consolidate the project and publish it as an open source software.
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APPENDIX A
TIME PLAN
This Appendix details the work division and the planning for the current TFG.
The first version of the time plan was defined in the Project Proposal and Workplan
and slightly modified in the Critical Review.
The time plan was split in 6 work packages, that can be summed up as follows:
WP#1: Workspace. Set up workspace, install required software, repositories and de-
fine a workflow methodology.
WP#2: Learning. Understanding the work that has been done so far by other team-
mates and learn python language and other virtualization concepts such as LXC
and KVM.
WP#3: Software (command). Subcommand structure of OpenHuaca software. Pre-
pare mockup to check all possible entries.
WP#4: Software (functionalities). Subcommand implementation of OpenHuaca soft-
ware. Include domain, vm, bases, certification, show and wait. Each subcom-
mand has its own actions
WP#5: Software (improvement). Improvement of certain functionality or add new
command depending on the needs.
WP#6: Documentation. Write documentation files and final degree project.
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Project: OpenHuaca Virtualization Platform WP ref: #1
Major constituent: Workspace Sheet 1 of 6
Short description:
Set up workspace, install required software, repositories and
define a workflow methodology.
Start week:
1st
End week:
1st
Duration:
1 week
Internal task T1: Get access to existing repositories and
shared development server.
Internal task T2: Install required software and build
local environment for testing
Internal task T3: Define the best way to develop, and
follow the workflow methodology.
Deliverables:
None.
Table A.1: Workspace work package
Project: OpenHuaca Virtualization Platform WP ref: #2
Major constituent: Learning Sheet 2 of 6
Short description:
Understanding the work that has been done so far by other
teammates and learn python language and other virtualiza-
tion concepts such as LXC and KVM.
Start week:
2nd
End week:
4th
Duration:
3 weeks
Internal task T1: Understanding the code done before
Internal task T2: Learn python language and virtual-
ization concepts.
Deliverables:
None.
Table A.2: Learning work package
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Project: OpenHuaca Virtualization Platform WP ref: #3
Major constituent: Software (command) Sheet 3 of 6
Short description:
Subcommand structure of OpenHuaca software.
Prepare mockup to check all possible entries.
Start week:
3th
End week:
12th
Duration:
10 weeks
Internal task T1: Build command.
Internal task T2: Argcomplete.
Internal task T3: Subcommand structure.
Deliverables:
None.
Table A.3: Software (command) work package
Project: OpenHuaca Virtualization Platform WP ref: #4
Major constituent: Software (functionalities) Sheet 4 of 6
Short description:
Subcommand implementation of OpenHuaca software. In-
clude domain, vm, bases, certification, show and wait. Each
subcommand has its own actions.
Start week:
4th
End week:
12th
Duration:
9 weeks
Internal task T1: Implementation of subcommand func-
tionalities.
Deliverables:
None.
Table A.4: Software (functionalities) work package
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Project: OpenHuaca Virtualization Platform WP ref: #5
Major constituent: Software (improvement) Sheet 5 of 6
Short description:
Improvement of certain functionality or add new command
depending on the needs.
Start week:
11th
End week:
14th
Duration:
4 weeks
Internal task T1: Improvement software.
Deliverables:
None.
Table A.5: Software (improvement) work package
Project: OpenHuaca Virtualization Platform WP ref: #6
Major constituent: Documentation Sheet 6 of 6
Short description:
Write documentation files and final degree project.
Start week:
15th
End week:
18th
Duration:
4 weeks
Internal task T1: Collect information.
Internal task T2: Arrange information.
Internal task T3: Writing.
Internal task T4: Coherence and syntax revision.
Internal task T5: Grammar revision.
Deliverables:
Last week: Final Degree Project.
Table A.6: Documentation work package
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APPENDIX B
PYTHON3 VERSION OF OPENHUACA
This appendix contains useful information for the future developer of the Open-
Huaca platform. There is an explanation of the organization of the folders, the details
of the script used to build the Debian package, and the explanation of some tricky
parts of the Python3 code.
B.1 Folder organization
The openhuaca repository contains the following items, divided in several folders.
openhuaca
|-- bash
| |-- openhuaca -net
| `-- openhuaca -vm
|-- bin
| `-- openhuaca.py
|-- DEBIAN_PACK
| |-- ARCH
| |-- ChangeLog
| |-- CONFLICTS
| |-- DEPENDS
| |-- NAME
| |-- postinst
| |-- post -script.sh
| |-- pre -script.sh
| |-- README
| `-- VERSION
|-- etc
| `-- openhuaca.ini
|-- lib
| |-- command
| | |-- bases.py
| | |-- certification.py
| | |-- domain.py
| | |-- ls.py
| | |-- vm.py
| | `-- wait.py
| |-- HuacaCommand.py
| |-- HuacaLogs.py
| `- HuacaVars.ini
|-- man
| `-- man1
| `-- openhuaca .1
`-- systemctl
|-- huaca -net.service
`-- huaca -vm.service
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B.1.1 DEBIAN_PACK folder
The DEBIAN_PACK folder contains all the necessary files that debrepo script
needs to build the debian package. It contains the name, version, dependencies, etc.
The pre-script.sh file is in charge of preparing the file-system, creating the necessary
folders and copying the OpenHuaca code.
The postinst script is in charge of configuring the services that run with systemd.
This script also configures the argcomplete functionality of click CLI.
B.1.2 bin folder
The bin folder only contains one file, openhuaca.py. It is the main function of
OpenHuaca. Every command is redirected here, and it imports all the other functions,
as well as variables and logs.
B.1.3 variables files
OpenHuaca uses constant variables as default config values and file paths. They
are stored in .ini files, and there are three diferent levels of priority.
Default variables are stored in lib/HuacaVars.in and they are not suposed to be
edited. For any modification there is a file in etc/openhuaca.ini that serves for this.
And, finally, to modify variables in a certain command, the –ini-file FILENAME
option can be used.
B.1.4 systemctl and bash folders
The systemctl folder contains the services that are installed by the postinst script
when installing the package. The bash folder contains the scripts that are being exe-
cuted by the services.
These services are for autostart functionality, to apply the desired state when
the system is switched on, starting domains and instances. They also work for nat
configuration.
B.1.5 lib folder
In the lib folder is where the whole importatnt part of OpenHuaca software is.
The HuacaLogs.py file contains a python class that manages the logs. There are
diﬀerent ranges according to the critical level.
critical Show a serious error, the program may be unable to continue running.
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error Show a more serious problem.
warning Indicate something unexpected happened, or could happen.
info Confirm that things are working as expected.
debug Diagnose problems, show detailed information.
The HuacaCommand.py file contains a class that manages all the possible com-
mands and subcommands, using the clickmodule. It only manages the CLI structure,
so all the functionality is placed in diﬀerent files for every command in the command
folder. In this way the organization is more clear.
B.2 Deployment script
The explanation of the deployment procedure is in the section 3.1.2. Here is the
code used by me, not found in the repository as it is customized for my environment.
I created a KVM VM using virt-manager, a desktop user interface for managing
virtual machines through libvirt. I installed an Ubuntu Server 18.04 LTS with basic
packages, took a snapshot of the basic configuration and I named it fresh3.
The script manageSnapshots is useful for checking the state of a VM and its
snapshots. It is designed to work only with KVM. The name of the desired snapshot
to revert is hardcoded directly in the code.
#!/bin/bash
function info {
echo "List VM:"
echo
virsh list --all
echo "List snapshots of openhuaca VM:"
echo
virsh snapshot-list openhuaca
echo "Information about 'fresh' snapshot:"
echo
virsh snapshot-info --domain openhuaca --snapshotname fresh3
}
function restore {
echo "reverting to fresh snapshot"
echo
virsh snapshot-revert --domain openhuaca --snapshotname fresh3 --running
}
function main {
case $1 in
"info") info ;;
"restore") restore ;;
*) ;;
esac
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echo $0 "[ info | restore ]"
}
main $@
The following code is the fresh-deploy script. It is the procedure to build a new
package of OpenHuaca, revert the snapshot and install the new package.
The variable root is the directory where all the files related with OpenHuaca are
found.
The variable vm_test is the name of the VM, and must be accessible to ssh con-
nections. The configuration can be done at ~/.ssh/config, to assign the root user
among other settings.
#!/bin/bash
root=/home/marti/Desktop/TFG/openHuaca/dev
vm_test=openhuaca-marti
function main {
# Clear python caches
rm -rf "$(find $root/openhuaca | rev | grep '^__ehcacyp__' | rev)"
# Create new Debian package
current_path=$(pwd)
cd "$root/debrepo"
rm -rf debian_packs/*
./debrepo conffiles/openhuaca.conf -p openhuaca -t minor
cd "$current_path"
# Restore vm
#$root/deploy-marti/manageSnapshots info
$root/deploy-marti/manageSnapshots restore | pv -t
# Not needed now
#echo "Waiting 30s to correct boot of the vm"
#sleep 30 | pv -t
# Remove old packages
ssh -t $vm_test "echo openhuaca |
sudo -S rm -rf openhuaca_*_all.deb /var/lib/dpkg/lock"
# Copy new package
scp "$root/debrepo/debian_packs/$(ls $root/debrepo/debian_packs)" $vm_test:~
# Install new package
ssh -t $vm_test "echo openhuaca | gdebi -n openhuaca_*_all.deb"
# Login VM
ssh $vm_test
}
main $@
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B.3 Tricky code parts
B.3.1 Display data
The command openhuaca domain status shows a table with five columns: NAME,
STATE, IP_RANG, MAC and AUTOSTART.
root@openhuaca -host :~# openhuaca domain status
NAME STATE IP_RANG MAC AUTOSTART
beta STOPPED 172.20.1.0/24 00:16:5b:ea :71:00 0
alpha RUNNING 172.20.0.0/24 00:16: cf :05:66:00 1
domain -with -a-large -name STOPPED 172.20.2.0/24 00:16:22: f0:f2:00 0
def command_status(self):
"""
Option "status" lets user to see the state of the domains.
E.g.
root@openhuaca:~# openhuaca domain status
NAME STATE IP_RANG MAC AUTOSTART
domain1 STOPPED 172.20.0.0/24 00:16:7d:b3:3c:00 0
domain2 RUNNING 172.20.1.0/24 00:16:41:82:7f:00 2
"""
self.log.print("Executing command to show status of domains", level='info')
# Look for domains
list_domains = os.listdir(self.var['dirs']['domain_available'])
if len(list_domains): # if there are any domain
data = [['NAME', 'STATE', 'IP_RANG', 'MAC', 'AUTOSTART']]
for domain in list_domains:
dom_row = [domain, self.domain_state(domain),
self.get_network(domain), self.get_mac(domain),
self.get_autostart(domain)]
data.append(dom_row)
col_width = [0] * len(data[0])
for row in data:
for index, w in enumerate(row):
col_width[index] = max(len(w) + 2, col_width[index])
for row in data:
print("".join(word.ljust(col_width[i]) for i, word in enumerate(row)))
else:
print("No domains available")
Firstly, a "list of lists" called data is created with the first list with the title columns
filled. For every domain, the information is saved in a list inside the data "list of lists".
With all the data collected, the width of every column is calculated. It iterates all
the information and saves the maximum width, with two more as a free space. Then,
it prints every row using the ljust method included in Python3, in order to print all
the items justified to the calculated width before.
This method is used in some other functions as displaying fancy information to the
user. Without this justification, the printed data would be displayed in this way:
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root@openhuaca -host :~# openhuaca domain status
NAME STATE IP_RANG MAC AUTOSTART
beta STOPPED 172.20.1.0/24 00:16:5b:ea :71:00 0
alpha RUNNING 172.20.0.0/24 00:16: cf :05:66:00 1
domain -with -a-large -name STOPPED 172.20.2.0/24 00:16: ef:60:f4:00 0
As seen here, without the customized justification, the information shown is not
clear and it can be confusing if there are many items with diﬀerent lengths.
B.3.2 Return output
The function command_attach_return() runs the provided command inside the
container. The output of the command is returned to the host, to be interpretated
or displayed. It uses the subprocess module, that allows you to spawn new processes,
connect to their input/output/error pipes, and obtain their return codes. It’s used in
other parts of the code.
def command_attach_return(self, domain, name, command):
"""
Execute command COMMAND in selected vm and return output
:param domain:
:param name:
:param command:
"""
self.log.print("Executing '" + command + "' on vm " + name, level='info')
if self.domain_and_vm_exist_and_running(domain, name):
command = 'lxc-attach --name=' + name + ' --lxcpath='
+ os.path.join(self.var['dirs']['containers'], domain + "/lxc")
+ ' -- ' + command
p = subprocess.Popen(command, stdout=subprocess.PIPE, shell=True)
(output, err) = p.communicate()
return output
B.3.3 Get config flag
Some configurations of containers are saved in a configuration file. The get_config_flag()
function looks if flag exists and takes the value.
def get_config_flag(self, domain, name, flag):
"""
Get value of FLAG in config file on container NAME in domain DOMAIN
"""
config_file_path = os.path.join(self.var['dirs']['containers'],
domain + '/lxc/' + name + '/config')
flag_line = self.line_num_for_phrase_in_file(flag, config_file_path)
if flag_line == -1: # flag is not set
return False
else:
with open(config_file_path, 'r') as f:
key, value = f.readlines()[flag_line].split('=')
return value.rstrip() # return string
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B.3.4 Set config flag
The set_config_flag() function works just like get_config_flag(), but it updates
the value for the one provided.
def set_config_flag(self, domain, name, flag, value):
"""
Set FLAG and VALUE in config file on container NAME in domain DOMAIN
"""
config_file_path = os.path.join(self.var['dirs']['containers'],
domain + '/lxc/' + name + '/config')
flag_line = self.line_num_for_phrase_in_file(flag, config_file_path)
if flag_line == -1: # flag is not set
with open(config_file_path, 'a') as f:
f.write(flag + '=' + str(value) + '\n')
f.close()
else: # update
with open(config_file_path, 'r') as f:
config_file_data = f.readlines()
f.close()
with open(config_file_path, 'w') as f:
config_file_data[flag_line] = flag + '=' + str(value) + '\n'
f.writelines(config_file_data)
f.close()
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